Summer Reading Assignment: AP Literature and Composition (12th Grade)
R.J. Reynolds High School, Mrs. Wiley
hlbartowiley@wsfcs.k12.nc.us
Dear AP Literature and Composition Students,
I am happy you have taken on the rigor of an AP English class, and I applaud the commitment you have
taken. commitment you have made. Because our focus is on helping prepare students for the AP English
exam, we require that AP English: Literature and Composition students begin their AP study during the
summer to address the following objectives:
● To establish the expectation that reading texts for AP courses is a critical, meaningful process
● To establish a shared experience to begin the year’s rigorous academic work
To accomplish these goals, I expect you to read some background information on Afghanistan, read a few
chapters from Thomas Fosters’ How to Read Literature Like a Professor, read one of the three novels
listed below, and complete an essay on that novel. Please note that every school has a different summer
reading assignment, so if you switch schools (even between Reynolds and the Career Center) you will
have a different summer reading assignment. You are responsible for completing the assignment for
your assigned school.
This document, the class syllabus, and my contact information are all on my school website. Feel free to
email me if you have any questions. Your assignments are listed below. I suggest you complete them in
the following order. I have chosen Khaled Hosseini’s novels for our summer reading because each of
them affected me deeply when I read them. They are novels whose stories stay with you long after you
finish the reading and reveal so much about the human spirit. I really look forward to discussing them
with you and hearing your thoughts on them.
Enjoy!
Mrs. Wiley
1. Read the following information about Afghanistan in the packet below.
a. This information will give you background on the country, the culture, its history, and its trials
and tribulations. Complete the activities about Afghanistan as you read to ensure you understand
the information and are prepared to read your summer reading novel.
2. Research the following novels and purchase and read one that sparks your interest:
a. Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini
b. A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini
c. And the Mountains Echoed by Khaled Hosseini
3. Purchase a copy of Thomas C. Foster’s How to Read Literature Like a Professor. For your summer
reading assignment, you will only read a few of the chapters. Throughout the school year you will be
assigned chapters that correspond with or illuminate some of the literature we will read in class.
a. Read the following chapters in the novel:
i.
Introduction
ii.
Chapter 11: “...More Thank It’s Gonna Hurt You: Concerning Violence”
iii.
Chapter 12: “Is That a Symbol?”
iv.
Chapter 14: “Yes, She’s a Christ Figure, Too”

4. Writing Assignment: Put it all together…
a. Choose one of the following prompts and write an essay on the prompt using the summer
reading novel as your focus novel. You will hand in the essay on the second day of class. The
essay must be typed and handed in to turnitin.com. Please bring a printed copy to class.
Information for signing up for turnitin.com is on Mrs. Wiley’s website which can be found on
the main school page. This information will also be given out the first day of class.
i.

In literary works, cruelty often functions as a crucial motivation or a major social or
political factor. Select a novel, play, or epic poem in which acts of cruelty are important
to the theme. Then write a welldeveloped essay analyzing how cruelty functions in the
work as a whole and what the cruelty reveals about the perpetrator and/or victim.

ii.

It has often been said that what we value can be determined only by what we sacrifice.
Consider how this statement applies to a character from a novel or play. Select a
character that has deliberately sacrificed, surrendered, or forfeited something in a way
that highlights that character’s values. Then write a wellorganized essay in which you
analyze how the particular sacrifice illuminates the character’s values and provides a
deeper understanding of the meaning of the work as a whole.

iii.

Many works of literature contain a character who intentionally deceives others. The
character’s dishonesty may be intended either to help or to hurt. Such a character, for
example, may choose to mislead others for personal safety, to spare someone’s feelings,
or to carry out a crime. Choose a novel or play in which a character deceives others.
Then, in a wellwritten essay, analyze the motives for that character’s deception and
discuss how the deception contributes to the meaning of the work as a whole.

Afghanistan Overview

Flag: The national flag of Afghanistan was adopted on January 4, 2004. The flag consists of three vertical
stripes of black, red, and green from left to right. In the center is the national emblem of Afghanistan in white.

The flag of Afghanistan was officially adopted on January 4, 2004. Before this, Afghanistan went through a
long list of other flags. In fact, in the twentieth century, Afghanistan has the most variations in its flag compared
to any country in the world. The flag just prior to the current flag was very similar to today's flag, but had
different proportions. Before this, Afghanistan went through a variety of flags using a similar color scheme in
different combinations of white and black, green and red. Now the colors represent: black for the obscure past,
red for blood shed for independence, and green for prosperity from agriculture.
National name: Dowlate Eslamiye Afghanestan
Government type: Islamic republic (a particular form of government adopted by some Muslim states;
although such a state is, in theory, a theocracy, it remains a republic, but its laws are required to be compatible
with the laws of Islam. The chief executive in Afghanistan typically has a term length of 5 years. Afghanistan's
Legislature has 249 seats, and the last legislative elections were in 2010.
Head of State: President
Current President: Ashraf Ghani (sworn in as president in September 2014 following months of bitter
argument over who won the election. He replaced Hamid Karzai who led the country for 12 years after the
Taliban were overthrown in 2001)

UN Member Since: November 19, 1946
Area: 251,737 sq mi (slightly smaller than the state of Texas)
Population : 31.6 Million
Life expectancy: 49.52 (Men); 52.29 (Women)
Birth rate: 115.08 deaths/1,000 live births
Mother’s mean age at first birth: 20.1
5.33 children born / woman
Capital:  Kabul
Largest cities: Mazare Sharif; Kandahar; Herat
Monetary unit: Afghani
Languages: Pushtu, Dari Persian, other Turkic and minor languages
Ethnicity/race: Pashtun 38%, Tajik 25%, Uzbek 6%, Hazara 19%, minor ethnic groups (Chahar Aimaks,
Turkmen, Baloch, and others)
Religion Muslim 99.7% (Sunni 84.7  89.7%, Shia 10  15%), other 0.3%
Literacy rate (of those over rage 15): 38.2% (Men: 52%; Women: 24.2%)
School Life Expectancy: 11 years from males; 7 years for females
Economic summary: Afghanistan's economy is recovering from decades of conflict. The economy has
improved significantly since the fall of the Taliban regime in 2001 largely because of the infusion of
international assistance, the recovery of the agricultural sector, and service sector growth. Despite the progress
of the past few years, Afghanistan is extremely poor, landlocked, and highly dependent on foreign aid. Much of
the population continues to suffer from shortages of housing, clean water, electricity, medical care, and jobs.
Criminality, insecurity, weak governance, lack of infrastructure, and the Afghan Government's difficulty in
extending rule of law to all parts of the country pose challenges to future economic growth. Afghanistan's living
standards are among the lowest in the world.
GDP by sector:
Agriculture: 24%
Industry: 21%
Services: 55%
Agricultural Products: opium, wheat, fruits, nuts; wool, mutton, sheepskins, lambskins
Industries: smallscale production of bricks, textiles, soap, furniture, shoes, fertilizer, apparel, food products,
nonalcoholic beverages, mineral water, cement; handwoven carpets; natural gas, coal, copper
Major trading partners: Former Soviet Union, Pakistan, Iran, Germany, India, UK, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Czech Republic, Iran, Japan, Singapore, South Korea.
International disputes: Support to Islamic militants worldwide by some factions; question over which
group should hold Afghanistan's seat at the UN.

Compare and Contrast the United States and Afghanistan

Fill out the following Venn Diagram comparing and contrasting the US and Afghanistan.

History
Landlocked and mountainous, Afghanistan has suffered from such chronic instability and
conflict during its modern history that its economy and infrastructure are in ruins, and
many of its people are refugees.
Darius I and Alexander the Great were the first to use Afghanistan as the gateway to India. Islamic
conquerors arrived in the 7th century, and Genghis Khan and Tamerlane followed in the 13th and 14th
centuries.
In the 19th century, Afghanistan became a battleground in the rivalry of imperial Britain and
czarist Russia for control of Central Asia. Three AngloAfghan Wars (1839 – 42, 1878 – 80, and
1919) ended inconclusively. In 1893 Britain established an unofficial border, the Durand Line, separating
Afghanistan from British India, and London granted full independence in 1919. Emir Amanullah founded an
Afghan monarchy in 1926.
During the cold war, King Mohammed Zahir Shah developed close ties with the Soviet Union, accepting
extensive economic assistance from Moscow. He was overthrown in 1973 by his cousin Mohammed Daoud,
who was himself ousted in a 1978 coup by Noor Taraki. Taraki and his successor, Babrak Karmal, attempted to
create a Marxist state. However, the new leadership was criticized by armed insurgents who bitterly opposed
communism and hoped to create an Islamic state in Afghanistan. Fearing his government was on the verge of
collapse, Karmal called for Soviet troops. Moscow responded with a full-scale invasion of the
country in December 1979.
The Soviets were met with fierce resistance from groups already energized by opposition to the Karmal
government. The guerrilla forces, calling themselves mujahedeen, pledged a jihad, or holy war, to expel the
invaders. Initially armed with outdated weapons, the mujahedeen became a focus of U.S.
cold war strategy against the Soviet Union, and with Pakistan's help, Washington began
funneling sophisticated arms to the resistance. Moscow's troops were soon bogged down in a
nowin conflict with determined Afghan fighters. In April 1988 the USSR, U.S., Afghanistan, and Pakistan
signed accords calling for an end to outside aid to the warring factions. In return, a Soviet withdrawal took place
in Feb. 1989, but the proSoviet government of President Najibullah was left in the capital, Kabul.
By midApril 1992 Najibullah was ousted as Islamic rebels advanced on the capital. Almost immediately, the
various rebel groups began fighting one another for control. Amid the chaos of competing factions, a
group calling itself the Taliban – consisting of Islamic students – seized control of
Kabul in September 1996. It imposed harsh fundamentalist laws, including stoning for
adultery and severing hands for theft. Women were prohibited from work and school, and
they were required to cover themselves in public from head to toe. By fall 1998 the
Taliban controlled about 90% of the country.
In the late 1990s, the people of Afghanistan, already suffering the devastating effects of civil war, also faced a
series of natural disasters  starting with earthquakes in February and May 1998 that killed more than 7,000 and
adversely affected the livelihoods and shelter of a further 165,000. In June, some 6,000 people were killed in
severe flooding. Since then, a severe and protracted drought  the worst in living memory  has brought further
suffering to some 2.5 million people already living on the edge of survival.
In the face of such a daunting situation, the UN redoubled its efforts, delivering more than 94,000 tons of food

aid to 1.13 million people in 2000 alone, while vaccinating some 5.3 million children against polio and
providing support for nondiscriminatory education to more than 300,000 children  including home schooling
projects for girls.
Nevertheless, one quarter of all children born in Afghanistan were dying of preventable diseases before the age
of five. Afghan women were nearly five times more likely to die in childbirth than in other developing
countries. Typhoid and cholera epidemics were rampant and pneumonia and malaria had reemerged as public
health threats. The condition of women had deteriorated markedly, and only one in 20 girls received any kind of
education.
On August 20, 1998, U.S. cruise missiles struck a terrorism training complex in Afghanistan believed to have
been financed by Osama bin Laden, a wealthy Islamic radical sheltered by the Taliban. The U.S. asked for the
deportation of bin Laden, whom they believed was involved in the bombing of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania on August 7, 1998.
In 1999, the Taliban concentrated on defeating the forces of Ahmed Shah Masood, their last significant hurdle
in gaining complete control of Afghanistan. The Taliban's scorchedearth tactics and human rights abuses have
further isolated them from the international community. Only three governments – Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and
the UAE – recognize the Taliban as Afghanistan's legitimate government. The country remains in dire poverty,
with some 500,000 living in refugee camps.
In July 2000 Mullah Omar banned opium cultivation; Afghanistan had once been the world's largest supplier of
the drug.
In Sept. 2001, legendary guerrilla leader Ahmed Shah Masood was killed by Taliban suicide bombers, a
seeming death knell for the antiTaliban forces.
U.S. secretary of state Colin Powell named Osama bin Laden as the primary suspect in Sept. 2001's catastrophic
bombing of New York's World Trade Center Towers and the Pentagon. Taliban supreme leader Mullah Omar
denied bin Laden's involvement, saying that the Islamic radical did not have the communication resources to
mastermind such an intricate plot.

Timeline
Directions: To help you track the events of your novel and understand the corresponding historical events of the time,
make brief notes about major events that happen in your chosen summer reading novel.

Events
500 BCE: Persian leader Darius the Great extends his
empire into modernday Afghanistan.
329 BCE: Alexander the Great conquers Persia and
Afghanistan. Greek rule continues in much of the area
during the next two centuries, although unrest and revolts
are common.
50 AD: The Kushan empire and its Buddhist doctrines,
begin to establish themselves in the region.
550: After years of relative independence, Persian forces
reassert control over the area but continue to face
intermittent revolts from native Afghan tribes.
652: Arabs introduce the region to Islam, a religion that
will eventually become dominant.

Corresponding Events in the
Novel

962: The Islamic era begins with the Ghaznavid Dynasty,
founded by Turks and giving rise to Afghanistan’s
emerging role politically and culturally in Islamic
civilization.
1030: The Ghaznavid empire begins to fall apart after the
death of Mahmud Ghazni.
1370: A series of ventures to seize power, competing
kingdoms and intermittent revolts mark the 14th and 15th
centuries.
1504: Babur, a founder of India’s Moghul dynasty, takes
control of Kabul–and, in time, much of modernday
Afghanistan. Moghul rule introduces another religion,
Hinduism, to the country and sets off more attempted
nationalist revolts.
1600s: On the heels of the nationalist movement of the
previous century led by Bayazid Roshan, another
nationalistminded revolt–this one headed by Afghan
warriorpoet Khushhal Khan Khattak–begins against the
Moghul government in the late 1600s.
1708: Mir Wais, considered by some the father of Afghan
independence, successfully takes over Kandahar in
southern Afghanistan. His son, Mir Mahmud, invades
Persia and liberates Herat. But by 1736, the Persians start
to reestablish their grip on the region.
1750s: Ahmad Shah Durrani begins his rule, consolidating
and enlarging Afghanistan while also governing much of
India. But peace will be the exception over the next 100
years, as local leaders fend off Persian and Sikh invasions
and fight amongst themselves.
1836: The British, in corroboration with exking Shah
Shuja, invade Afghanistan in response to growing Russian
and Persian influence in the region. Afghan forces fight
fervently against British forces, and by 1843 the nation
reasserts its independence.
1878: The British launch their second war against
Afghanistan, but withdraw in the face of strong resistance
two years later.
1885: Russian forces seize territory in northern
Afghanistan. The Russians will keep most of the area, but
thereafter pledge to respect Afghanistan’s territorial
integrity. Eight years later, another boundary
agreement–this one between Afghanistan and British
India–leaves several Afghan tribal areas in what is now
Pakistan.
1921: The British, beleaguered in the wake of World War
I, are defeated in the Third BritishAfghan War (191921),
and Afghanistan becomes an independent nation.
Concerned that Afghanistan has fallen behind the rest of
the world, Amir Amanullah Khan begins a rigorous
campaign of socioeconomic reform.
1926: Afghanistan declared a monarchy.

1933: Zahir Shah becomes king. The new king brings a
semblance of stability to the country and he rules for the
next 40 years.
1949: Afghanistan’s parliament refuses to recognize new
boundaries drawn by Great Britain establishing an
independent Pakistan.
1953: The proSoviet Gen. Mohammed Daoud Khan,
cousin of the king, becomes prime minister and looks to
the communist nation for economic and military
assistance. He also introduces a number of social reforms
including allowing women a more public presence.
1957: As part of Daoud’s reforms, women are allowed to
attend university and enter the workforce.
1965: The Afghan Communist Party secretly forms. The
group’s principal leaders are Babrak Karmal and Nur
Mohammad Taraki.
19751977: Khan proposes a new constitution that grants
women rights and works to modernize the largely
communist state. He also cracks down on opponents,
forcing many suspected of not supporting Khan out of the
government.
1978: Khan is killed in a communist coup. Nur
Mohammad Taraki, one of the founding members of the
Afghan Communist Party, takes control of the country as
president, and Babrak Karmal is named deputy prime
minister. They proclaim independence from Soviet
influence, and declare their policies to be based on Islamic
principles, Afghan nationalism and socioeconomic justice.
Taraki signs a friendship treaty with the Soviet Union. But
a rivalry between Taraki and Hafizullah Amin, another
influential communist leader, leads to fighting between
the two sides. At the same time, conservative Islamic and
ethnic leaders who objected to social changes introduced
by Khan begin an armed revolt in the countryside. In June,
the guerrilla movement Mujahadeen is created to battle
the Sovietbacked government.
1979: American Ambassador Adolph Dubs is killed. The
United States cuts off assistance to Afghanistan. A power
struggle between Taraki and Deputy Prime Minister
Hafizullah Amin begins. Taraki is killed on Sept. 14 in a
confrontation with Amin supporters. The USSR invades
Afghanistan on Dec. 24 to bolster the faltering communist
regime. On Dec. 27, Amin and many of his followers are
executed. Deputy Prime Minister Babrak Karmal becomes
prime minister. Widespread opposition to Karmal and the
Soviets spawns violent public demonstrations. By early
1980, the Mujahadeen rebels have united against Soviet
invaders and the USSRbacked Afghan Army.
1982: Some 2.8 million Afghans have fled from the war to
Pakistan, and another 1.5 million have fled to Iran.
Afghan guerrillas gain control of rural areas, and Soviet
troops hold urban areas.

1984: Although he claims to have traveled to Afghanistan
immediately after the Soviet invasion, Saudi Islamist
Osama bin Laden makes his first documented trip to
Afghanistan to aid antiSoviet fighters. The United
Nations investigates reported human rights violations in
Afghanistan.
1986: The Mujahadeen are receiving arms from the
United States, Britain and China via Pakistan.
1988: In September, Osama bin Laden and 15 other
Islamists form the group alQaida, or “the base”, to
continue their jihad, or holy war, against the Soviets and
other who they say oppose their goal of a pure nation
governed by Islam. With their belief that the Soviet’s
faltering war in Afghanistan was directly attributable to
their fighting, they claim victory in their first battle, but
also begin to shift their focus to America, saying the
remaining superpower is the main obstacle to the
establishment of a state based on Islam.
1989: The U.S., Pakistan, Afghanistan, and the Soviet
Union sign peace accords in Geneva guaranteeing Afghan
independence and the withdrawal of 100,000 Soviet
troops. Following Soviet withdrawal, the Mujahadeen
continue their resistance against the Sovietbacked regime
of communist president Dr. Mohammad Najibullah, who
had been elected president of the puppet Soviet state in
1986. Afghan guerrillas name Sibhatullah Mojadidi as
head of their exiled government.
1992: The Mujahadeen and other rebel groups, with the
aid of turncoat government troops, storm the capital,
Kabul, and oust Najibullah from power. Ahmad Shah
Masood, legendary guerrilla leader, leads the troops into
the capital. The United Nations offers protection to
Najibullah. The Mujahadeen, a group already beginning to
fracture as warlords fight over the future of Afghanistan,
form a largely Islamic state with professor Burhannudin
Rabbani as president.
1995: Newly formed Islamic militia, the Taliban, rises to
power on promises of peace. Most Afghans, exhausted by
years of drought, famine and war, approve of the Taliban
for upholding traditional Islamic values. The Taliban
outlaw cultivation of poppies for the opium trade, crack
down on crime, and curtail the education and employment
of women. Women are required to be fully veiled and are
not allowed outside alone. Islamic law is enforced via
public executions and amputations. The United States
refuses to recognize the authority of the Taliban.
19951999: Continuing drought devastates farmers and
makes many rural areas uninhabitable. More than 1
million Afghans flee to neighboring Pakistan, where they
languish in squalid refugee camps.
1997: The Taliban publicly executes Najibullah. Ethnic
groups in the north, under Masood’s Northern Alliance,

and the south, aided in part by Hamid Karzai, continue to
battle the Taliban for control of the country.
1998: Following alQaida’s bombings of two American
embassies in Africa, President Clinton orders cruise
missile attacks against bin Laden’s training camps in
Afghanistan. The attacks miss the Saudi and other leaders
of the terrorist group.
2000: By now considered an international terrorist, bin
Laden is widely believed to be hiding in Afghanistan,
where he is cultivating thousands of followers in terrorist
training camps. The United States demands that bin Laden
be extradited to stand trial for the embassy bombings. The
Taliban decline to extradite him. The United Nations
punishes Afghanistan with sanctions restricting trade and
economic development.
September 4, 2001: A month after arresting them, the
Taliban put eight international aid workers on trial for
spreading Christianity. Under Taliban rule, proselytizing
is punishable by death. The group is held in various
Afghan prisons for months and finally released Nov. 15.
Sept. 9, 2001: Masood, still head of the Northern Alliance
and the nation’s top insurgent, is killed by assassins
posing as journalists.
Sept. 11, 2001: Hijackers commandeer four commercial
airplanes and crash them into the World Trade Center
Towers in New York, the Pentagon outside Washington,
D.C., and a Pennsylvania field, killing thousands. Days
later, U.S. officials say bin Laden, the Saudi exile believed
to be hiding in Afghanistan, is the prime suspect in the
attack.
Oct. 7, 2001: Following unanswered demands that the
Taliban turn over bin Laden, U.S. and British forces
launch airstrikes against targets in Afghanistan. U.S.
President officially declares “War on Afghanistan.”
American warplanes start to bomb Taliban targets and
bases reportedly belonging to the alQaida network. The
Taliban proclaim they are ready for jihad.
Nov. 13, 2001: After weeks of intense fighting with
Taliban troops, the Northern Alliance enters Kabul. The
retreating Taliban flee southward toward Kandahar.
Dec. 7, 2001: Taliban fighters abandon their final
stronghold in Kandahar as the militia group’s hold on
Afghanistan continues to disintegrate. Two days later,
Taliban leaders surrender the group’s final Afghan
territory, the province of Zabul. The move leads the
Pakistanbased Afghan Islamic Press to declare “the rule
of the Taliban in Afghanistan has totally ended.”
Dec. 22, 2001: Hamid Karzai, a royalist and ethnic
Pashtun, is sworn in as the leader of the interim
government in Afghanistan. Karzai entered Afghanistan
after living in exile for years in neighboring Pakistan. At
the U.N.sponsored conference to determine an interim

government, Karzai already has the support of the United
States and by the end of the conference is elected leader of
the sixmonth government.
2002: In June, the Loya Jirga, or grand council, elects
U.S.backed Hamid Karzai as interim leader. Karzai
chooses the members of his government who will serve
until 2004, when the government is required to organize
elections.
2003: Amid increased violence, NATO takes over
security in Kabul in August. The effort is the security
organization’s firstever commitment outside of Europe.
January 2004: The Loya Jirga adopts a new constitution
following input from nearly 500,000 Afghans, some of
whom participate in public meetings in villages. The new
constitution calls for a president and two vice presidents,
but the office of prime minister is removed at the last
minute. The official languages, according to the
constitution, are Pashto and Dari. Also, the new
constitution calls for equality for women.
October 2004: Presidential elections are held. More than
10.5 million Afghans register to vote and choose among
18 presidential candidates, including interim leader
Karzai. Karzai is elected with 55 percent of the vote.
2005: The nation holds its first parliamentary elections in
more than 30 years. The peaceful vote leads to the
parliament’s first meeting in December.
2006: Amid continuing fighting between Taliban and
alQaida fighters and the Afghan government forces,
NATO expands its peacekeeping operation to the southern
portion of the country. After the forces take over from
Americanled troops, Taliban fighters launch a bloody
wave of suicide attacks and raids against the international
troops.
2007: The Afghan government and NATO confirm that
Taliban commander Mullah Dadullah was killed during a
U.S.led operation in southern Afghanistan.
2008: The international community pledges more than
$15 billion in aid to Afghanistan at a donors’ conference
in Paris, while Afghan President Hamid Karzai promises
to fight corruption in the government.
2009: President Barack Obama names Richard Holbrooke
as a special envoy to Afghanistan and Pakistan. Mr.
Obama announces a new strategy for the Afghanistan war
that would dispatch more military and civilian trainers to
the country, in addition to the 17,000 more combat troops
he previously ordered. The strategy also includes
assistance to Pakistan in its fight against militants.
2010: President Barack Obama accepts Gen. Stanley
McChrystal’s resignation as the top commander in
Afghanistan, over critical comments he made in a Rolling
Stone article, and nominates Gen. David Petraeus, head of
U.S. Central Command, as his replacement.

2011: U.S. forces overtake a compound in Abbottabad,
Pakistan, and kill alQaida leader Osama bin Laden
January 2012: Taliban agree to open office in Dubai as a
move towards peace talks with the US and the Afghan
government.
April 2012: Taliban announce "spring offensive" with
audacious attack on the diplomatic quarter of Kabul. The
government blamed the Haqqani Network. Security forces
kill 38 militants.
May 2012: Nato summit endorses the plan to withdraw
foreign combat troops by the end of 2014.
June 2013: Afghan army takes command of all military
and security operations from Nato forces.
April 2014: The presidential election produces an
inconclusive result and goes on to a second round between
Abdullah Abdullah and Ashraf Ghani.
June 2014: Second round of presidential election is held,
with more than 50 reported killed in various incidents
during the vote.
July 2014: Election officials begin recount of all votes
cast in June's presidential runoff, as part of a
USmediated deal to end dispute between candidates over
widespread claims of fraud.
September 2014: The two rivals for the Afghan
presidency, Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah, sign a
powersharing agreement, following a twomonth audit of
disputed election results. Ashraf Ghani is sworn in as
president.
October 2014: The US and Britain end their combat
operations in Afghanistan. Opium poppy cultivation in
Afghanistan reaches an alltime high, according to a US
report
December 2014: NATO formally ends its 13year combat
mission in Afghanistan, handing over to Afghan forces.
Despite the official end to Isaf's combat role, violence
persists across much of the country, with 2014 said to be
the bloodiest year in Afghanistan since 2001.
March 2015: US President Barak Obama announces that
his country will delay its troop withdrawal from
Afghanistan, following a request from President Ashraf
Ghani.

The People of Afghanistan
Afghanistan is home to more than a dozen tribal groups. This chart describes some of the major ones. Study the chart, then answer the
questions that follow.

1. What language is spoken by the Uzbeks? ___________________________
2. Which tribal group comprises about onequarter of Afghanistan’s people?
_____________________________________________________________
3. Afghanistan has about 20 millon people. According to the graph, what percentage of those are Pushtuns?
_______________ How many Pushtuns are there in Afghanistan? ____________
4. Which tribal groups from this chart inhabit the northern part of Afghanistan?
________________________________
5. What is one thing all of the tribal groups on the chart have in common?
________________________________________________________________________
6. What are the Turkomans, or Turkmen, famous for?
________________________________________________________________________
7. When added together, these five tribal groups represent about ___________________ percent of the Afghan
population. What percentage of the population is made up of tribal groups not named on this chart?
__________________________

Education

After the Taliban: Afghanistan's kids ready for education, but schools
not
Published December 11, 2009
SHAUN MCCANNA, KABUL, AFGHANISTAN
Reproduced with permission from The Christian Science Monitor.

QalaeZaman Khan High School is bordered by dirt roads at the base of a small hill in one of Kabul's many
districts. The school's mud brick buildings have been recently painted, and its bright blue walls, nestled against
the drab hillside, stand out from a distance. "All the faculty pooled money to buy the paint," says principal
Abdullah Amin, "and our families helped with the work."
But the paint is just one step along a very long road, he notes. "Our biggest problem," he says, "is that we don't
have adequate classroom space for the high number of students."
Under the Taliban, Afghanistan had only 900,000 students, all boys. The curriculum revolved around religious
instruction. Today, some 6 million students, boys and girls, attend schools – though some 5.3 million children
wait in the wings, held back by cultural or security reasons.
But the momentum poses a huge challenge to a country pummeled by war and fraudridden elections. The rapid
rise in enrollment has led to two pressing problems: a lack of professional teachers and too few schools and
classrooms.
At QalaeZaman Khan High School, those problems are clearly on display. The school has 4,000 students, but
only 26 classrooms. A small house two blocks away has been rented, but has done little to ease overcrowding.
Ghulam, a teacher in Kabul for the past three years, says the problem is endemic. "According to guidelines, we
should have no more than 40 students in a class," Ghulam says. "But as it is, we have a minimum of 50 to 60,
and often 80 or more. This creates a lot of problems for the teacher, and as a result the quality of instruction
goes down."
And, says Asif Nang, 75 percent of teachers hold only a high school diploma. "The greatest challenge facing the
Ministry of Education is the lack of professional teachers," says Mr. Nang, a ministry spokesman. Poor pay and
better opportunities for college graduates are factors.
"I would like to teach," says Aziza Kakar, a senior at Kabul's Education University. "But the salary just isn't
enough, so I will try ... for an NGO [nongovernmental organization]."
Merit pay on the way
Teachers make between $50 and $100 a month. A US government official in Kabul says USAID is supporting a
pay increase within the Ministry of Education that would raise the pay of Grade 12 qualified teachers from $96
a month to $130 – a figure still not competitive with the private sector.
But a recent exam given to teachers with at least two years of education beyond high school may help close the
gap. Nationally, 42,000 teachers sat for the test of general knowledge, expertise in specialized subject matter,
and methodology. Teachers who did well could eventually see a merit pay increase that would raise their salary
to as high as $428 a month. But the increase will depend on money from foreign donors, according to the
ministry.
Then there's the need for space: About half of Afghanistan's 12,000 schools have no permanent structure, with
classes held in tents or in the open air, according to Nang.
The ministry and foreign donors built 1,500 schools last year, and plan to construct a similar number each year
for the next decade. But that will not immediately alleviate overcrowding.
Backpack with just a pen and pencil

Despite the obstacles, many students go to great lengths to pursue their studies, some walking miles to attend,
and others attending despite threats of physical violence from the Taliban and their sympathizers.
Nassar is a fourthyear student at QalaeZaman Khan High School. He attends school from 1 p.m. until 4:30
p.m.; students are limited to a halfday because of overcrowding. But Nassar also works full time. "My dad has
shrapnel in his legs from the war, so he can't work," he says. "My brother lost a leg. I work and give the money
to my family for food."
On this morning, the day is already hot as Nassar pushes his wheelbarrow along a dirt road. He is hauling water
to local homes.
He stops in front of two rusted Soviet tanks to catch his breath. Though only 12, he works from 5 a.m. to noon.
Most days he delivers water, but he also works as a bricklayer. "I learned to lay bricks when I was 8, but I can't
find work all the time," he says. He makes an average of $1.20 per day.
Nassar arrives at school with a backpack, but no books or paper – only a pencil and pen. In his class in the small
house, 40 boys sit on the floor listening to a student read. Though he has worked seven hours, he is alert. "I
hope to go through 12th year, and to university," he says. "I want to be someone someday."

Watch the following video clip:
http://pulitzercenter.org/video/students-and-legacy-war

Read and annotate the following article

An education in conflict

In conflict-affected states, children are being left behind by state and private schooling networks.
Asad Hashim | 26 Dec 2010 10:53 GMT |

Despite widespread commitments on paper to the second Millennium Development Goal  the provision of universal
primary education by 2015  72 million children remain out of school. More worryingly, 39 million (54 per cent) of these
children reside in conflictaffected fragile states (CAFS), where they face multiple pressures in terms of lack of access to
basic rights, and an accompanying unwillingness on the part of international donors or even local governments to place an
emphasis on providing education.
As a result, one in three children in CAFS do not go to school, compared to one in 11 in other lowincome countries,
according to data compiled by the UKbased charity Save the Children (STC).
"It is obviously practically difficult, both logistically and in terms of safety for students and staff," says Tove Romsaas
Wang, the head of STC's worldwide Rewrite the Future (RTF) campaign, which aims to prove that primary education can
be provided even in the difficult circumstances presented in CAFS.
"But our starting point is that every child, whether you live in a conflict area or not, has the same right to education.
"Conflicts today may last 10 or maybe 30 years  if you don't provide education in conflict situations, you may miss out on
five or six generations of primary school children."
Decimated teaching force
Undertaken in 2006, the RTC campaign has so far reached more than 10 million children in 20 countries  mainly located
in Asia and Africa, and including Angola, Afghanistan, Haiti, Cote d' Ivoire, Southern Sudan and Uganda. Its aim is to
both increase enrolment and improve the quality of education in CAFS, in partnership with local ministries of education,
through a combination of direct investment of aid and pressuring governments to live up to aid commitments.
RTF is funded through a combination of national, private and corporate donors, the more significant of which include
Australia, Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands, the UK, the US, the EC, the UN, UNICEF, the World Bank, Accenture,
ExxonMobil Foundation and Ikea.
There are several challenges when it comes to delivering education in areas which are either experiencing conflict, or
where conflict has recently ended, according to John Gregg, the director of the Qatarbased Education Above All NGO
and strategic planner at the office of Her Highness Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser Al Missned of Qatar. With active
hostilities, he said, logistics can be a challenge, but the lack of teachers can often be of even greater concern.
"Often the first wave of violence will actively target the elite, and this includes teachers  either as progovernment
figures, or as community leaders. So you get situations where your actual teaching force has been decimated by the
conflict."
Exacerbating existing barriers
But the lack of teachers in these areas, while a key concern, is simply the tip of the iceberg.
In areas where conflicts are either ongoing or recently concluded, it is often a serious logistical challenge to build new
school structures, deliver school materials  such as textbooks, desks and writing materials  or revise curricula if need be.
Moreover, in CAFS, the conflict often exacerbates existing barriers such as poverty, lack of infrastructure and
discrimination in admissions policies  both economic and otherwise.

The RTF approach, Wang said, is that the actual school building itself is secondary  teaching may happen "in someone's
home, or even under a tree". But while the teaching can occur in makeshift spaces, what is important, she added, is to
ensure that the education that is being delivered is of a high quality.
To this end, RTF's approach focuses on training teachers, helping communities rebuild their schools and providing school
materials.
"One of our key learnings [sic] was that when we manage to work very closely with the community, and the community
takes ownership of the school, [it] is likely to succeed," she stressed. In this respect, STC is better placed than many other
international actors, according to Wang, because of the charity's longterm presence in these states. "We have been in
these countries for years. So this allows us to build trust with local communities, networks and actors."
From the ground up
But having a contextdriven, flexible approach to each state is simply not enough. Resources, as ever, remain an abiding
problem.
While CAFS represent 60 per cent of the current annual funding requirements for education  which stands at $16.2bn 
only about 10 per cent of what they need is being committed to them, and even less actually gets to them.
"Often the priority for those who want to respond [to conflicts or emergencies]," said Gregg, "is in a physical thing. So,
for instance, they say 'I want to build 70 schools'.
"Okay, that's very nice, but where are the teachers for the 70 schools, where are the desks, where are the books? How
about the teacher training, or the psychosocial support for both students and teachers?
"Donors often get concerned about giving money in fragile environments, so they'd rather invest in something concrete."
The data reveal a telling picture. As CAFS tend to also be lowincome countries, comparing their expenditure on
education with other lowincome countries is a useful indicator. While other lowincome countries devote an average of
16.9 per cent of government expenditure to education, CAFS spend just 13.5 per cent, even though their needs may be far
greater, given that in many cases they have to rebuild education systems from the ground up.
Funding shortfall
This shortfall in local expenditure means that foreign donors become particularly relevant in the case of CAFS. The 2010
UNESCO Education For All Global Monitoring Report estimated that CAFS require $9.8bn in education aid. The actual
amount committed, however, remains a paltry $1bn, of which less than 12 per cent ($113mn) has actually been delivered.
The issue is not just that there is a funding shortfall, but the way that global education aid is structured. Not only is the aid
tied to government's domestic concerns (which have seen aid commitments from countries such as the UK, Canada and
the World Bank actually decrease), but more than half of CAFS aid went to just five countries  Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Ethiopia, Nigeria and Uganda.
Analysts say that this is often because these countries have a more wellproven 'track record' when it comes to aid, and
also because delivery of aid to CAFS can often occur in unpredictable circumstances.
Wang, for example, pointed out that many donors would be unwilling to invest in building schools in ongoing conflict
zones because there is no guarantee that the building will not be destroyed.
She asserted that this was a particularly unhelpful approach, as the structure itself was simply a starting point for aid, and
that it can still be invested in many other, intangible education assets  such as teacher training or funding support for local
ministries of education.
Furthermore, with the lack of coordination in aid into conflict zones, education often falls into the gaps between
humanitarian and development aid, with precrisis levels perhaps supporting education, but emergency and postcrisis aid
neglecting adequate investments in education.
'Superficial' measures
Finally, much of the aid coming in from national donors, according to Gregg, is often tied to very "narrowly defined
government policy" outcomes. These measures may look good, but they can be very "superficial".
Gregg pointed to the Millennium Development Goal itself as an example of this: "It's a very shallow measure, really.
Getting children into school is one thing, but is what they're getting at the school equipping them for life? Is it a quality
education? That's a huge question that we're not measuring. So sometimes some of the things we set ourselves as a goal or
intent as a donor [...] are a little bit superficial."

Barriers remain high and funding scarce, but Wang said: "I think we have made the point that it is possible to deliver
education in CAFS. When we deliver results, that will generate funding, as it is unrealistic to expect donors to invest
without a model for success to follow."
And the effect is showing, with the Netherlands and Spain both increasing their level of committed and delivered aid. The
funding shortfalls, however, remain, and with education aid levels actually dropping between 2007 and 2008, it is clear
that these are contingent upon domestic political realities.
With the world financial crisis, innovative financing options now need to be developed to allow money to continue to flow
in in a manner that builds sustainable systems. Steen Jorgensen, the World Bank's sector head of human development in
the Middle East North Africa region, for example, has called for the development of a 'human capital' market, to be run
along the same lines as the carbon market.
In the meantime, children in CAFS continue to face poorly resourced schooling systems, where governments remain
either unable or unwilling to make the necessary investments to provide them with access to primary and secondary
education, and barriers such as poverty, lack of teachers and lack of quality education continue to exist.
With these 39 million voices out of the net, the Millennium Development Goal remains a tool for rhetoric, in both
possibilities for attainment, and, perhaps, even content.
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Afghanistan: 2.5 million children out of school
due to terrorism
March 24, 2016 12:38 IST
By Mugdha Variyar

Nearly 2.5 million children in Afghanistan are out of school as hundreds of schools shut down in the country
last year, while Afghan forces battled a resurgent Taliban. Afghanistan's education ministry said Wednesday
nearly 200 schools had closed down in the last six months itself.
Afghanistan's education ministry spokesperson Mujib Mehrdad said 714 schools were closed down across 24
provinces in the country over the last year, while the interior ministry admitted many schools were closed as
they were being used by security forces for military purposes, TOLO News reported.
"Last year, the security forces were forced to use some closed schools or areas close to schools but on the basis
of our laws and the ministry's orders no army should have a stronghold in a school," Sediq Sediqqi, spokesman
for Afghanistan's interior ministry, was quoted as saying.

The Taliban itself has forced hundreds of schools to close, thus denying education to thousands of children.
The Afghan Taliban, which announced a new leadership under Mullah Akhtar Mansour, captured many regions
in Afghanistan over the last year.
According to the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, there were 111 conflictrelated incidents
that affected education in Afghanistan in 2015, while threats to schools, including from the Islamic State
group's unit in the country, led to the closure of 222 of them.
The agency also documented at least 20 incidents of military use of schools last year, including by the
Afghanistan national army and the police. The U.N. body also reported one in four civilian casualties in
Afghanistan was a child, stating 733 children had died due to the conflict.
The increasing spate of terror attacks in the country has displaced thousands of civilians in Afghanistan, with
Afghans being the largest migrant groups after Syrian and Iraqi refugees.

President slams fleeing Afghans, but offers
little incentive to stay
April 1, 2016 10.54pm AEDT

Afghan president, Ashraf Ghani, recently made a very blunt statement that has left the public shocked. In an interview
with the BBC, he said he has no sympathy for the tens of thousands of Afghans fleeing their country.
Complaining that his government has spent “hundreds of millions of dollars [on people] who want to leave under the
slightest pressure”, Ghani said Afghans who flee are breaking the social contract. They are impoverishing their families
and abandoning their country when it needs them most. In his view, they are making a voluntary choice to leave rather
than staying to rebuild.
This, in spite of acknowledging that 2015 had been an extremely challenging year – that the Taliban was stronger than
ever and that Daesh (Islamic State) and alQaeda remain a threat.
Young Afghans have responded with outrage on Facebook. They have accused Ghani of hypocrisy. This, after all, is a
man who spent more than two decades outside his country – studying and working in the US in particular – and whose
children continue to live abroad.
Equally, they are calling on him to give them a reason to stay.
It’s an understandable reaction, given the shocking deterioration in security in Afghanistan and the consequent contraction
of the economy, which has led to massive unemployment.
Most are asking who has profited from the hundreds of millions of dollars spent. If Ghani (who once served as chancellor
of Kabul University) was referring to educational spending, he overlooks the very poor quality of higher education (public
or private) in the country and the absence of jobs at every skills leveL.
On my last visit to Kabul in January, I met a number of recent graduates who were frustrated and angry at their lack of
prospects and at the many rejections they had received, only to see people who they considered to be barely literate given
jobs by family members or in exchange for bribes. For them, there was no incentive to stay and bear the security risks if
they could not work, support or found a family. They were enraged that they were excluded from rebuilding their country.
Pressure from Europe
However, much of the opprobrium currently raining down on Ghani fails to recognise the pressure exerted on him by
European states. Afghanistan, as bluntly noted by European leaders, remains “highly aid dependent” and spends much of
that aid on security. In their view, the Afghan state is at high risk of collapse without continued international investment.

Yet a deal is in the works that puts pressure on the Afghan government to let EU countries forcibly return Afghans who
have arrived in Europe seeking asylum.
A document leaked following a visit by EU officials to Afghanistan in January seems to suggest that aid will be withheld
unless the national government complies with these deportations. It reads:
The EU should stress that to reach the objective of the Brussels Conference to raise financial commitments “at or near
current levels” it is critical that substantial progress has been made in the negotiations with the Afghan Government on
migration by early summer, giving the Member States and other donors the confidence that Afghanistan is a reliable
partner able to deliver.
Ghani is in an impossible position. Faced with security threats from insurgents and with his legitimacy under assault from
former members of his own government, he urgently needs the support of EU leaders. But they are exploiting his
weakness to force him to try and stem the flow of Afghans arriving in Europe.
In reality there is very little he can do. Despite appearing unsympathetic to their plight, the EU granted asylum to 60% of
applicants from Afghanistan in 2015 (up from 43% in 2014). That is clear evidence that their claims about their lives
being under threat back home are to be believed – and that doesn’t even take into account the people fleeing the more
general insecurity in the country. There will be more, not fewer, Afghans arriving in Europe in 2016, whatever the Afghan
president says.
With pressure growing on all sides, Ghani’s future, and that of his country, seems even more fragile.

UN: Girls' education a global emergency

The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) has said, the fact that 65 million girls receive no schooling was
a serious global emergency holding up economic development and leaving the girls themselves open to
exploitation and a life of poverty.
11 Dec 2003 09:08 GMT

"Education is everybody's human right," UNICEF said on Thursday in The State of the World's Children 2004.
"It means that no girl, however poor, however desperate her country's situation, is to be excluded from school.
There is no acceptable excuse for denying her the opportunities to develop her fullest potential."
While countries that signed the UN Millennium Declaration pledged to achieve universal primary education by
2015, a target that already is slipping out of sight in some regions, the UNICEF report stressed the need for
"gender parity."
It says that regions that have invested in girls' education, such as SouthEast Asia, experience faster rates of
development.
"Countries that fail to raise the education level to the same as that of men increase the cost of their development
efforts and pay for the failure with slower growth and reduced income."
Family health
The organisation says educating girls has a multiplier effect because they in turn send their children to school,
because the girls learn to defend themselves against HIV/AIDS and because they are less likely to be forced into
prostitution.
Girls' education also paid off in better family health. "To educate a girl is to educate a whole family," UN
Secretary General Kofi Annan said in a foreword to the report.
"And what is true of families is also true of communities and, ultimately, whole countries. Study after study has
taught us that there is no tool for development more effective than the education of girls."
UNICEF urged government leaders to include girls' education as an essential component of development efforts
and create a national ethos "so that communities are as scandalised and concerned about girls kept out of school
as they are about boys and girls more visibly exploited at work."

'Childfriendly'
It was also important, the agency said, to train teachers to be aware of the importance of gender parity, rather
than favouring boys and leaving girls "to sweep the floors or clean the toilets."
It urged the adoption of "childfriendly" schools where children feel safe, where their selfesteem is respected
and which are healthy with adequate sanitation and separate toilets for girls.
"Schools can be a powerful protective force in most children's lives, especially for girls and others who are
highly vulnerable," the report said. "This is not only because schools physically remove children from potential
harm for much of the day but also because they help children learn skills and gather information so they can
help themselves."
Failing to understand
The failure to educate girls represented a massive failure of
understanding. "Human rights principles have not been integrated into economic development programs, and
the ultimate objective of development, human wellbeing instead of economic performance has thus been lost,"
UNICEF said.
"Those who are the most marginalised, women, girls and the poor, lose out the most. Such discrimination,
unrecorded, leaves the rights of the marginalized far from the thoughts of development policy makers."
The SunniShia Divide
To see a timeline and explore some information on the SunniShia Divide, please visit the website for The Council on
Foreign Relations (linked here). You can view a video, view an interactive timeline, and read information about the two
groups.
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